








million dollars. The money was used to pay real estate taxes, 

water and sewer charges and various liens in order to 

financially stabilize the buildings. Students worked from 

September to December obtaining consents and 

subordinations from City agencies, negotiating loan 

documents with the lender attorney, gathering and reviewing 

leases and corporate documents, resolving title issues, 

drafting opinion letters and meeting with clients to explain 

the process. 

One 48-unit Manhattan building posed particular challenges. 

A corporate officer consulted Professor Bechtel last spring 

when a corrupt manager and several board members sought 

to remove her from the board. With legal advice to embolden 

her, she preserved her position on the board and gathered 

enough shareholder votes to oust the manager and to elect 
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new board members. The new board obtained a commitment for a $900,000 loan to pay tax arrears amassed by the prior 

leaders and to begin fa�ade repairs. The clinic's financial analysis a few weeks before closing led the board to realize that 
$900,000 would not be enough to resolve every title issue. Accordingly, the students--Akeem Benn '18 and Matthew 

Mummert '18 - negotiated a water tax reduction arrangement and an escrow agreement with the title company and then 

delayed the closing so the co-op could sell a unit to access additional funds. 

In addition to their loan closing, students Alissa Cardillo '17 and Sebastian Poplawski '17 completed a unit closing which 

allowed a disabled shareholder/officer to move to a lower floor in the building as well as to obtain a loan to pay for the 

larger apartment over time. The other two teams handling loan closings were: Simone Grey '18/Charles Franchini '17 and 

Charles Huynh '17/Anna Mikaelyan '18. 


